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1st Aliya (Kohen) – Shemot 18:1-12

Yitro, Moshe’s father-in-law and a Midianite
priest, hears about the miraculous Exodus from
Egypt. He comes to meet Moshe in the desert,
together with his daughter Tziporah (Moshe’s
wife) and Moshe’s two sons. Moshe greets Yitro
and relates to him what has happened to the
Israelites. Yitro and Moshe bring offerings.

Point to Consider: What is the etymology of the
name Yitro? (see Rashi to 18:1) 

2nd Aliya (Levi) – 18:13-23

According to Rashi’s commentary, the narrative
now skips forward to an incident after the giving
of the Torah. Moshe is busy making halachic
rulings from morning to evening. Concerned that
this is too much for Moshe, Yitro advises him to
set up an alternative system of judging the
people, involving the appointment of a cascading
system of judges. Only the major issues would
be brought directly to Moshe for his judgement.

3rd Aliya (Shlishi) – 18:24-27

Moshe accepts Yitro’s advice and appoints
judges over sub-groups of 1000, 100, 50 and 10
people. Yitro returns to Midian.

4th Aliya (Revi’i) – 19:1-6

The narrative switches back to Rosh Chodesh
Sivan, one and a half months after the Exodus,
prior to the giving of the Torah. The people travel
from Refidim and arrive in the Sinai Desert.
Moshe ascends Mount Sinai. God tells Moshe to
inform the people that if they listen to His voice
and keep His covenant, they will become “a
kingdom of priests and a holy nation”.

5th Aliya (Chamishi) – 19:7-19:19

The people agree to God’s offer. God tells Moshe
to instruct the people to wash their clothing,
refrain from marital relations (Rashi) and not to
approach the mountain for the next three 
days. Moshe relays this to the nation. God’s
Presence descends onto the mountain; there is

thunder,lightning and shofar blasts; the mountain
is covered in smoke.

6th Aliya (Shishi) – 19:20-20:14

God ‘descends’ upon Mount Sinai and Moshe
ascends again. God once again tells Moshe to
warn the people not to approach the mountain.
After Moshe descends, God speaks the Ten
Commandments:
1. Faith in God’s existence
2. Prohibition of idol worship
3. Prohibition of taking God’s Name in vain
4. Remembering Shabbat to keep it holy and
refraining from ‘work’

5. Honouring one’s parents
You shall not:

6. Murder 7. Commit adultery
8. Steal 9. Bear false testimony
10. Covet what others have

7th Aliya (Shevi’i) – 20:15-23

Trembling from this awesome experience, 
the people retreat and ask Moshe to be a 
go-between, instead of God speaking to them
directly, lest they die. Moshe reassures them.
God tells Moshe to warn the nation not to carve
certain images (see Rashi). The commandment
is given to build a designated altar upon which
offerings to God should be brought.

Question: What is prohibited to place as a
means of ascending the altar? (20:23) Answer 
on bottom of page 6.

Haftarah

The prophet Yeshaya sees a vision of the
heavenly court, occupied by God and His angels.
Whilst the angels assure Yeshaya that he is
personally free of sin, God tells him to warn the
people of their eventual exile, due to their
stubbornness and iniquities. The evil king Achaz
ascends the throne; he will be shown Divine
mercy in order to save his righteous son, the
future king Chizkiyahu.
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Moments of Inspiration
by Rabbi Chaim Gross, Editor, Daf Hashavua

“And Yitro the priest of
Midian, the father-in-law of
Moshe, heard about all that
God did for Moshe and for
Israel His people; that God
had taken them out of Egypt”
(Shemot 19:1).

What was it that Yitro heard which prompted 
him to leave Midian and to join the Israelite 
camp, where he acted as an invaluable advisor
to Moshe? Rashi (d. 1105) answers that the 
first thing Yitro heard about was the miraculous
splitting of the Sea of Reeds. 

This explanation, however, begs a question. 
The Torah makes clear that the splitting of the
Sea was widely known, and it instilled fear in 
the hearts of nations’ rulers: “Peoples heard…
terror gripped the dwellers of Philisita… the
chieftains of Edom were confounded, trembling
gripped the powers of Moab, all the dwellers 
of Cana’an dissolved” (ibid. 15:14-16). If so, 
why is Yitro singled out for having heard about
this event?

Perhaps the answer, based on a principle
elucidated by Rabbi Chaim Shmuelevitz 
(d. 1979), is that moments of inspiration 
happen to everyone. These can be an unusual
experience, seeing something very moving 
or hearing something deeply profound. These
moments can be life-changing; but only if one
chooses to act upon them.

When Rabbi Aharon Leib Shteinman (d. 2017)
was in his early 90s, he had a dream in which 
a recently-deceased friend paid him a ‘visit’. 
His friend told him that ‘the heavens’ were not
impressed that he had done enough in his 
own lifetime to help the Jewish people. Rabbi
Shteinman was very moved by this. He
castigated himself for not doing more for his
fellow Jews. He decided, despite his age, to
immediately start travelling around the world to

try to inspire and encourage other Jews. That 
he had a moment of inspiration was not unique;
what was inspiring was how he acted upon it
decisively, in a life-changing way. 

This was the special quality of Yitro. A careful 
re-reading of Rashi actually reveals this: “what
did Yitro hear and come”. The stress is not 
just on the ‘hearing’; it is on the ability to act 
upon the inspirational news by ‘coming’. The
whole world ‘heard’ about the splitting of the
Sea, but Yitro marked himself for distinction 
by ‘coming’, by leaving his life as a priest in
Midian and deciding to join the Israelite nation. 

Rabbi Shmuelevitz goes on to stress the
importance of capitalising on these moments 
of inspiration. The Jerusalem Talmud states that
when God sent Moshe and Aharon to tell
Pharaoh to let the nation leave Egypt (ibid. 6:13),
they were to instruct the Israelites about 
the importance of freeing servants at the 
end of their six-year tenure, laws which are
elucidated in parashat Misphatim (ibid. 21:1-6).
Why were they to instruct this now, whilst the
Israelites were slaves in Egypt?

The answer is that the nation was soon to 
go free. The inspiration of that experience 
would dissipate. However, it could also be 
used to instil in the national consciousness 
the importance of every person deserving
freedom, including future servants. God wanted
them to seize on the inspiring experience and
make it entrenched for future generations. 
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Solutions in the Sidrah: Humphrys, Thatcher & Public Faith
by Rabbi Yoni Birnbaum, Hadley Wood Jewish Community

In an interview in 2017
celebrating his 30th
anniversary as a presenter
on BBC Radio 4’s Today
programme, broadcaster
John Humphrys described
the first occasion he had
the privilege to interview a

Prime Minister. It was 1987 and the Prime
Minister was Margaret Thatcher. “I wanted to try
to get some insight into what informed her
politics”, Humphrys recalled. So he asked her
about what she, as a religious person, saw as the
essence of faith. She surprised him by replying
with the word, “choice”. She then added: 
“How can you express unselfish love if you 
have no choice? The fundamental choice is 
the right to choose between good and evil. And
the fundamental reason for being on this Earth 
is so to improve your character that you are fit for
the next world”. 

Concluding his recollections of that memorable
interview, Humphrys observed that, “I try – and
fail – to imagine getting into a discussion with 
a modern party leader a few days before a
general election and talking theology….”

The account of the Giving of the Torah set out in
this week’s sidrah is the climactic event, not just
of the story of the Exodus, but of the entire Torah
until this point. A well-known passage in the
Talmud (Shabbat 88a) emphasises this, with 
a description of how God initially made a
‘condition’ with Creation itself, to the effect 
that the world would only survive if the Jewish 
people agreed to accept the Torah. 

With this in mind, it seems surprising that the
very first of the Ten Commandments begins with
the words, “I am the Lord your God who took you
out of the Land of Egypt” (Shemot 20:2). Many
rabbinic commentators wonder why it does not

instead say ‘Who created the world’, which
would ostensibly be more all-encompassing and
therefore more suitable for the magnitude of the
occasion.

One possible answer to this question, based on
an idea of Rabbi Simcha Bunim M’Peshischa 
(d. 1827), is that if the Torah had said, ‘Creator 
of Heaven and Earth’, a person would be
tempted, in awe of God’s majesty as reflected 
in Creation, to consider their own choices and
actions in life irrelevant. Thus, the Torah
specifically refers to the Exodus, as if God is
saying, “I involved Myself in rescuing you from
slavery, showing that you do matter to Me. 
You as a person and the choices that you make
in life do make a difference”.

It takes a good deal of courage for a leading
public figure, especially a politician, to make a
heartfelt statement of religious belief of the sort
that Margaret Thatcher did during that interview.
Yet, one way of understanding the message of
the first of the Ten Commandments is to never
see ourselves as too insignificant to publicly
express our faith in God. If God could ‘descend’
to this world in order to orchestrate the Exodus,
then He surely cares about the actions we take
and the values we choose to live by.
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Jewish Contemporary Ethics Part 17: The Written and Oral
Torah 9
by Rabbi Dr Moshe Freedman, New West End Synagogue

The previous article
introduced the idea 
of machloket (rabbinic
disagreement) in areas 
of Jewish law and
presented three distinct
views regarding its origin.
Yet we must also address

the following question: is machloket an aberration
in the transmission process, exposing errors in
the representation or dissemination of Torah? Or
is it an integral part of the transmission process,
which endorses original human creativity and
innovation as a vital component of the Oral
Torah?

Rabbi Zvi Lampel (a contemporary scholar) notes
that the Torah’s directive to “follow the majority”
view (Shemot 23:2), implies that God had
prepared mankind for the prospect of machloket.
Yet the 8th century CE Babylonian scholar 
Rabbi Shimon Kiara states that a fast was
instituted on the day that Beit Hillel and Beit
Shammai first disagreed, something that was 
“as difficult for our people as the worshipping 
of the Golden Calf” (see The Dynamics of Dispute
p. 183-184). While machloket may have been 
an inevitable result of involving mankind in the
process of interpreting and disseminating Torah,
it is not necessarily a good thing. 

However, the Mishnah states that: “Any dispute
for the sake of Heaven will have enduring value,
but any dispute not for the sake of Heaven will
not have enduring value” (Pirkei Avot 5:20, 
green siddur p. 561). This implies that, provided
the argument is for the sake of Heaven, it brings
lasting benefit. Furthermore, the Talmud states
that the reason the halacha usually follows Beit
Hillel’s ruling is because they taught both their
views and the dissenting views of their
counterparts, Beit Shammai (Talmud Eruvin 13b).
This seems to shine a more positive light on
machloket.

The existence of a dispute does not compel us to
proclaim that one side is right and the other is
wrong. Each side may be diametrically opposed
to the other, yet there could be legitimacy to
both, provided that each position is reached for
‘the sake of Heaven’. This does not only mean
that the position must be void of vested interest
or bias, but also requires that it is based on the
correct methods of deriving Jewish Law from
both the Written and Oral Torah.

An example of this is the Talmudic dispute over
the correct way to sound the shofar between
each tekiah blast on Rosh Hashanah. Some
communities blew a shevarim-teruah note, some
blew a shevarim note, and others a teruah note.
Since the dispute was not resolved, the Talmudic
sage Rebbe Abahu instituted the practice 
of including all three possibilities in our order 
of service (see Talmud Rosh Hashana 34a). 
Rav Hai Gaon (d. 1038) notes that the purpose of
Rebbe Abahu’s convention was not to merely
‘cover all the bases’. On the contrary, all three
ways of blowing were legitimate and based on
sound Torah reasoning; the practice of including
all three was for the sake of Jewish unity and 
to standardise our practises. 

This, however, tempts us to ask a deeper
question: which method of blowing the shofar 
did God really intend? The next article 
will examine the relationship between post-
Sinai prophecy and Jewish law and discuss
whether God intervenes to resolve disputes 
when they arise.
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Inspiring the Next Generation Part 3: Innovation to Inspire
by Mrs Rachel Fink, Head Teacher, JFS 

When training as a teacher
many years ago in Israel, I
recall responding to a
student who asked why they
should follow an instruction,
by saying “because I said
so”. My training tutor
laughed and said that I was

not in England now and a “do as I say” tactic
would not appeal to Israeli students. Over many
years in education, I have noted that such a take
on the ‘na’aseh venishma’ (‘we shall do and then
we shall understand’) approach does not work for
most adolescents, whether in regard to their lives
in general or in their attitude towards Torah
observance.

It is increasingly hard to attract young people into
shul and to encourage them to feel part of a
community simply through participation in ritual
that they do not necessarily understand. The vast
majority of them are educated in Jewish schools
and may feel that they receive enough
‘Jewishness’ throughout the week and they do
not need any more on Shabbat.

So how might we inspire the younger generation
to engage in the beauty of Torah and recognise
the benefits of having Judaism central to their
lives? 

More than ever, adolescents live through
experience rather than instruction. At the same
time, many appear adrift in a sea of choice,
confusion and uncertainty. We have at our
fingertips an incredible resource that can 
provide a framework, an anchor and help ease
their anxieties. By encouraging our young 
people ‘to do’ they will learn about Judaism
through experience, the most powerful learning
of all. This is a more relevant take on ‘na’aseh
venishma’. 

How might experiential Judaism inspire our future
generation? Twice daily we recite the Shema

which instructs us to teach our children whether
“at home” or “out and about”. This means that
education takes place all the time, in many 
guises and contexts. We need to consider
diverting from the current norms to help every
individual connect in a way that works for them.
Finding relevance of Torah in 21st century living
may require innovative approaches to learning.
Different people connect in different ways.

There is much precedent in our history for trying
to apply the Torah appropriately to the context of
the times. The codification of the Mishna by
Rabbi Yehuda Hanassi, the publication of the
Rambam’s Mishne Torah and the encouragement
by the Ba’al Shem Tov (the founder of Chassidim
d. 1760) of personal connection to God were all,
in their day, considered revolutionary. Today we
teach these books and ideas as important parts
of our identity as a people. These Torah giants
serve as an example of how to make Judaism
accessible and meaningful to different people in
different ways.

A positive connection to Judaism and Torah may
also contribute to improved emotional wellbeing.
Academic research has shown that increased
spirituality is linked to reduced anxiety and that
one of the four characteristics of resilience in
young people is the ability to use faith to maintain
a positive vision of a meaningful life. 

The hakhel ceremony detailed in parashat
Vayelech speaks of gathering men, women and
children (Devarim 31:12). Everyone was required
to hear the Torah, which means everyone has a
share in Torah. The next generation are the future
of our community. We have a responsibility to
ensure that our youth develop a sense of personal
ownership of and connection to their heritage, so
that they can build a meaningful Jewish life.

Answer:  steps/a ladder



      

God as Creator    
by Sharon Radley, Head of Education, Tribe

The Untaneh Tokef prayer is
the one of the highlights of the
Rosh Hashanah service. Every
year it profoundly affects me.
Not only because of its
haunting melody but also due
to the emotional power of its

words. The description of God being “like a
shepherd pasturing His flock” and the depiction
of mankind as a “fading flower” and a “broken
shard” are vivid metaphors that have stayed with
me since childhood, when I first stood next to my
mother in shul, trying to visualise those images
in my mind.  What aspects of God did the author
of this prayer wish to emphasise to us when we
recite it, especially at this pivotal time of the
year?

The word ‘yatzar’ (meaning ‘created’) appears
repeatedly in this prayer and has as its root the
letters r-x-y. This root runs like a leitmotif through
the Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur prayers. In
Untaneh Tokef it signifies God as our Creator who
knows our inclinations, our personal feelings and
leanings. Both ‘Creator’ and ‘inclination’ in
Hebrew come from the root  r-x-y.

In the moving prayer Ki Anu Amecha – ‘For we
are Your People’ – that we recite on Yom Kippur,
we once again find this word. We sing “Anu
peulatecha v’Ata Yotzreinu”, meaning that ‘we
are God’s handiwork and He is our Shaper’. 

In the poem Ki Hinei Kachomer, God tells the
prophet Yirmihayu (Jeremiah) that the Jewish
nation’s relationship with God is like clay in the
potter’s hand (Hayotzer). A potter takes the clay
into his hands and automatically knows how
pliable the clay will be; whether the clay will be
strong enough to take pressure or if he will need
to gently coax it into shape. The more the potter
understands the clay, the more perfect the final
product will be. 

The anonymous author of this piece wanted to
express the omniscient and meticulous nature of
God by using concrete examples, casting Him as
a consummate craftsman. He goes on to depict
God as a skilled embroiderer who will make the
curtain “even at will and uneven at will’. He will
know whether to make his designs straight and
symmetrical or uneven and asymmetrical. 

These descriptions of God as the careful,
meticulous yotzer allow us to consider how we
are fitting into His plans: are we complying with
His designs for the world, as related through the
Torah? However, these prayers also encourage
us to consider our own aspirations for the year
ahead, so that we should emulate His ways in
crafting our own actions with care and precision. 

The partnership that Tribe enjoys with the families,
communities and schools of our participants
enable us to offer them opportunities best suited
to their individual needs. May God, as He shapes
the year ahead, answer all of our prayers
favourably. 

           

In m
em

ory of Chaya Rachel bat M
oshe Ben-tzion

Focusing on the Present 

by Rabbi Chaim
 Gross, Editor Daf Hashavua

The Torah reading for 

the first day of Rosh

Hashanah 
relates 

that

Sarah told Avraham
 to

send 
away 

Yishm
ael

(Avraham
’s own son) and

his m
other Hagar. God

com
m

anded Avraham
 to

obey Sarah’s instruction, which he did. Hagar

and Yishm
ael found them

selves wandering in the

desert and Yishm
ael was dying of thirst. After

Hagar had given up hope of her son surviving,

the Torah relates:

“God heard the cry of the youth, and an angel of

God called to Hagar from
 heaven and said to her,

‘W
hat troubles you, Hagar? Fear not, for God has

heeded the cry of the youth in his present

state’” (Bereishit 21:17).

W
hat is m

eant by these seem
ingly superfluous

words “in his present state”? The Talm
ud (Rosh

Hashanah 16b) reports a background debate

between God and His angels. They argued that

Yishm
ael did not deserve to be saved as his

descendants would persecute the Jews. Yet God

replied to them
 that Yishm

ael should not be

judged on future events, if at that point of tim
e -

“in his present state” - he did not deserve to die.

God therefore “heeded the cry” and saved him
.

These verses contain an im
portant m

essage for

us as we face judgem
ent on Rosh Hashanah.

Future forecasts and predictions are not part of

God’s calculation as He considers our lives.

Rather, as the Talm
ud sum

s up: “a person is only

judged according to their current deeds”.

However, the Jerusalem
 Talm

ud adds a further

dim
ension, which has dram

atic ram
ifications for

us on Rosh Hashanah. The sage Rabbi Yehoshua

ben Levi brings another verse as a source for the

teaching that a person is only judged according

to their current deeds: “If you are
pure and

straight” (Job/Iyov 8:6). He points out that the

verse does not question whether we were

previously pure and straight, focusing instead on

the present. 

In other words, explains Rabbi Shlom
o W

olbe 

(d. 2005), not only are future predictions ‘ignored’

by God (as in the case of Yishm
ael), but our past

is also not considered as we approach His

judgem
ent. Even som

eone who m
ay have erred

severely in the past can m
erit a good decree if

they act appropriately on the days of Rosh

Hashanah. The focus in judgem
ent is exclusively

on the here and now. 

This creates a wonderful opportunity – no one

should go into Rosh Hashanah with feelings of

despair that they are a ‘lost cause’ due to their

past m
isdem

eanours. Those are not in the

reckoning on these days. 

On 
the 

other 
hand, 

this 
also 

creates 
a

trem
endous sense of responsibility. Every action

that we do on Rosh Hashanah has the power to

determ
ine our year ahead – how we speak, how

we act towards others and how we attem
pt to

focus on our prayers.

This new insight explains why, unlike on Yom

Kippur, there is no m
ention of previous sins or

transgressions in the Rosh Hashanah prayers. It

m
ay also explain why the Talm

udic Sages tell us

that on Rosh Hashanah we are supposed to be

“happy and trem
bling”, instructions that, at first,

sound contradictory. Our happiness is that,

regardless of the past or the future, we have

hope in judgem
ent. The trem

bling is our sense of

awe that our deeds during these two days are so

powerful that they them
selves are the key to a

positive verdict.
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First Day Rosh Hashanah 
The Torah reading is divided into five aliyot, taken

from a section of parashat Vayera (Bereishit 21).

Avraham’s wife Sarah is 90 years old and

childless. On Rosh Hashanah, God had

‘remembered’ her. Our reading begins with the

subsequent birth of Yitzchak. Sarah sees the

potential negative effect that Avraham’s wayward

first son, Yishmael, could have on Yitzchak. She

tells Avraham to send away Yishmael and his

mother Hagar. God tells the reluctant Avraham to

do as Sarah has requested. Hagar and Yishmael

are travelling in the desert and Yishmael is dying

of thirst. An angel appears, telling Hagar that a

great nation will come from Yishmael. A well of

water miraculously appears.
Point to Consider: In what way was Yishmael

being ‘wayward’? (see Rashi to 21:9)
Haftarah First DayThe first two chapters of the Book of Shmuel

(Samuel) relate the moving story of his birth.

Elkanah had two wives, Channah and Peninah.

Peninah was blessed with many children, but

Channah was childless. Every year, the family

would make the journey to the Mishkan

(Tabernacle) in Shilo. One year, Eli the Kohen

spots Channah at the entrance of the Tabernacle

courtyard. She is praying fervently for a child. 

Eli mistakenly thinks that she is drunk. After 

he confronts her, Eli is corrected by Channah,

who explains the reason for her prayers. 

Eli promises Channah that God will answer her.

After returning home with Elkanah, Channah

conceives and gives birth to Shmuel. Channah

composes a beautiful song, praising God’s ability

to reverse fortunes.

Second Day Rosh Hashanah
The reading is from the end of parashat Vayera

(Bereishit 22) and depicts Akeidat Yitzchak (the

Binding of Yitzchak). Avraham, who is well over

100 years old, is told by God to take his son

Yitzchak to Mount Moriah and bring him as an

offering. Having previously been told by God that

Yitzchak would be his heir, and having always

encouraged Avraham’s acts of compassion and

kindness, this Divine instruction seems to defy

logic. Nevertheless, Avraham obeys, showing

that his devotion to God is not conditional on his

logical understanding. As Avraham raises the

knife, an angel appears, telling him not to touch

Yitzchak, presenting a ram to be offered instead.

Avraham is praised for his faith.

Question: How did the ram first appear to

Avraham? (22:13)  Answer on bottom of page 6.

Haftarah Second Day
The prophet Yirmiyahu (Jeremiah) was not only

a voice of warning and grief. He was also a

prophet of hope, evident throughout the

haftarah, which contains the moving depiction of

the matriarch Rachel, the ‘mother of Israel’,

crying from her grave for her exiled children. God

comforts her that, in her merit, the Jews will

eventually return.
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Treasuring Individuality 

by Chief Rabbi Ephraim Mirvis

Our Mussaf Amidah for Rosh

Hashanah offers a valuable

insight into the way God

relates to us. 

We recite the words of 

the heathen prophet Bilam:

“He has not seen iniquity in Yaakov; neither has

He seen perverseness in Israel. The Lord their

God is with them; the King will be among them”

(Bemidbar 23:21). 

Traditionally, w
e understand ‘He’ in this context

to refer to God. Since God has not seen iniquity

in the Children of Israel, He is with them. 

But, Rabbi Aharon-Ya'akov Greenberg (d. 1963)

in Iturei Torah offers an alternative explanation.

He says that, in fact, th
e Torah is referring to the

human capacity for judging others favourably

and always seeking out their virtue. He

understands the verse as saying that since the

people do not see iniquity in each other, God is

with them. God is comfortable in the presence of

those who are comfortable in the presence of

their fellows.

Pirkei Avot (Ethics of our Father 4:3, see green

siddur p.546) teaches: “There is no person who

does not have their hour”. S
imply put, th

ere are

immeasurable qualities in every person, if o
nly

we had the patience and disposition to discover

and appreciate them. 

This principle is reinforced by the manner in

which the Israelites were counted in the

wilderness. They were commanded: “Take the

sum of all the congregations of the Children of

Israel….by counting their heads” (Bemidbar 1:2).

Surprisingly, a
t a later tim

e, King David and the

ple were punished severely for the census

 
 Shmuel, 2:24).  W

hy did David’s action

 
 

 of God, while Moshe, on no

 
 

 

 did likewise at the

   

The answer lie
s in the methodology adopted.

David undertook a count, w
hich reduced each

individual to a statistic. Since every human being

is unique and created in the image of God, it i
s

anathema for us to regard anyone as a mere

number.

Rashi (d. 1105) explains that Moshe’s approach -

“by counting their heads” – was in fact by

counting a half-shekel per person. It w
as not the

people who were counted, but rather the

contribution that they made, as a result of which

the total number was determined. 

The Shelah Hakadosh (Rabbi Yeshaya Horowitz

d. 1630), expounding on the phrase “by counting

their heads”, suggests that every person is a rosh

– a head. Everyone has the potential to reach

great heights and thus their individuality must be

counted and treasured.

Rosh Hashanah calls upon us to reflect on all our

relationships – family, f
riends, neighbours, work

colleagues and community. 
Let us resolve to

invest the effort re
quired to love more and to care

more, to give more and to cherish more. Let us

seek out the virtue in others. 

As we come closer to each other, so we come

closer to God. 

 
 

 

   
  

  
 

Rosh Hashanah
The Fast of Gedaliah is on Wednesday, starting at 4.47am 

and ending at 8.04pm
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Candles for Second Night Rosh Hashanah

should be lit after 8.15pm. Rosh Hashanah

ends in London on Tuesday night at 8.12pm

Shana Tova

From The US & the Daf Hashavua Team

           

Become a Daf Hashavua Sponsor
 

Celebrate a simcha or remember a loved one. 
For more information email dfox@theus.org.uk 

or call 020 8343 6261

          




